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Delphi is a place which most tourists in Greece visit [26].1The
oracle of Apollo has an obvious fascination for us, but understanding

the place is difficult. The diligent visitor might turn for guidance

to one of the standard histories of Greece, but unfortunately they

only mention Delphi from time to time in the course of their
narratives and do not pause to consider, as I want to do, Delphi as

an institution.2 Manyvisitors will therefore consult a guide-book
One of the best of these, the Blue Guide, starts with the statutory

26 Delphi: from the left can be seen the Treasury of the Athenians, the Sacred Way
up to the Temple of Apollo, the theatre and the stadium (the large new building is

the museum). In the distance is ltéa.
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purple passage about the picturesqueness of Delphi (an attitude to
landscape which goes back to the nineteenth century): the towering
rocks and the mountains, while 'the View down the sacred plain to
Itéa, with its myriad olive-trees, is not the least of the delights

which make Delphi the goal of countless excursions every day of
¡þe year' . More helpfully, the guide-book has a synopsis of the
lustory of Delphi and also an account of the operation of the oracle.

fhe priestess of the oracle, the þthia, purified herself and:

munching a laurel lea{ took her seat upon the tripod, which was placed
over the chasm in the Adyton. Intoxicated by the exhalations from the
chæm, she uttered incoherent sounds, which were interpreted in hexa-

meter verse by a poet in waiting. The interpretation, which was always
obscure and frequently equivocal, was handed over to the enquirer,
who not seldom returned more mystified than he had come.3

This view of the roles of the $rthia and of rhe atendanr
'prophets' is very widespread, but it succeeds in making Delphi
completely baffling. How can one understand the gibberings of an
intoxicated priestess? Why on earth should people consult Delphi
if they generally went away more mysrified than they had
come?

Before considering how to improve on this view of the oracle,
it might be useful to pause and recall some of the uncontroversial
facts about Delphi. They form the frameworkwithinwhich all the
various interpretations of Delphi operate. The archaeological
excavations of the site have shown that the sanctuary [27] is first
attested at the end of the ninth century B.C. It can only have been
of local significance at this time; Greek communities in the ninth
centurywere still small and isolated. In the eighth century Delphi
grew in importance as the Greek world began to expand and com-
munities looked outwards, both towards other Greek com-
munities and towards their 'barbarian' neighbours. There were
other oracles, such as the one at Dodona in north-west Greece,
but Delphi became the most important oracle in mainland
Greece. It was consulted by numerous Greek communities and at
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27 'fhe Sanctuary of Apollo bounded by a wall: I Temple of Apollo; II theatre; III-
XXXI Treasuries; 1-59 dedications of statues and other offerings by various

Greek peoples. The gymnasia and stadium lie off this plan.

the end of the eighth century the sanctuary was defined by a boun-

dary wall. The temple was sufficiently notable to be mentioned in

Homer (tliadl.+O+-5; Odyssey8.79-82), but in the seventh cen-

tury the houses in the sanctuary were removed and an elabotate
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new temple was built on the site of the present temple. By the

5ixth century the sanctuary had become one of the unquestioned

centres of the Greek world. Like Olympia, Delphi held games, in

honour of Apollo, which from the early sixth cenftrry were open

¡e all Greeks; for these games there were a gymnasium, stadium

and theatre, which in due course were rebuilt in stone. The

s¡flctuary became more splendid as cities from all over the Greek

$/orld made dedications there. By the end of the ûfth century

there were twenty-seven special buildings - 'treasuries' - put up

by different cities to house dedications. The oracle itself was con-

suked by Greeks from South Italy, North Africa, mainland

Greece, as well as by Croesus, king of Lydia, in what is now

western Turkey.

A pre-condition for the international position of Delphi was

that the sanctuary, like Olympia, was in principle independent of
the political struggles of the Greek cities. Though people lived at

Delphi, they could not depend for their livelihood on agricultural
territory like any normal Greek city. Nor did the local inhabitants

conffol the administration of the sanctuary (such as the upkeep of
the temple) like any normal city sanctuary. They simply provided
the personnel for the oracle (the priests, the Pythia etc.). From the
beginning ofthe sixth century an association of Greeks from cen-

tral Greece and the north-east Peloponnese (the ancient

Amphictyonic læague) organized the sanctuary itself
This outline of the position of Delphi in the Greek world does

not, however, help us much to understand why Delphi was so

important. Why was it that the sane, rational Greeks went to hear
the rantings of an old woman up in the hills of central Greece? I
want to start my answer to this question by pointing to the dangers

of making the Greeks too like ourselves. I shall then examine the
procedure of the oracle and the problems of understanding which
it poses. What was the mental state of the $'thia? Was she helped
by munching laurel leaves or snifûng vapours? 

'Was 
the gibberish

she uttered reduced to order by the 'prophets', who thus
rnanipulated the oracle? Having done that we can move on to look
at the position of Delphi in Greek society. 'Why was so much
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importance attached to the oracle? What function did it serve?

Finally I want to ask how much doubt and scepticism there,øsq,
about the validity of the oracle and whether this explains changs5

in the role of Delphi. The period on which I shall focus
roughly from the seventh century down to the Persian W-, Jiil
early fìfth cenrury B. c., when the role of Delphi is well attested in
the work of Herodotus, from whom I shall draw my evidence

whenever possible.a Herodotus, however, has little to say abo¡1
the procedures of consultation and here we âre largely dependex¡
on later testimony, especially Plutarch's two very important
treatises on Delphi. Plutarch wrote them in the late first century
4.D., ûve hundred years after Herodotus, but Plutarch was
actually a priest at Delphi and thus knew well the procedure of his
own day.5

We find Delphi diffìcult to understand because we do not have

anything in our own culture which fully corresponds to it. Our
political leaders do not attempt to discover the will of the gods

before going to war. In 'Western Europe the only widespread
form of divination is the astrological predictions in the
newspapers, despised and read by millions. But these predictions
are very general and tend not to give advice on specific problems.
We expect people to make their own rational judgements about

their problems. No educated modern person could take seriously
the wild utterances of the \thia, especially if they purported to
foretell the future.

Some scholars have felt that, for the Greeks to be comprehen-
sible, they have to be just like us, but that the picture of Delphi
presented by the Blue Guide does not make sense. One scholar has

suggested that the utterances of the þthia herself were less

important than quite another form of oracle practised at the site,

the so-called lottery oracle. Under this procedure the enquirer
would ask a direct question ('Should we build a temple to

Demeter?'), and would receive in reply either a black or a white
bean drawn out of a jar by the þthia, whose colour indicated the
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aflswet yes or no. Rationalizing scholars, understanding well the

orinciple of tossing a coin, certainly find this easier to understand

ihrn th. utterances of the Pythia, but the lotter¡oracle is rarely

¡üested, in contrast to the numerous references to oracles given

onlly by the þthia herself. Other scholars have attempted to

solve the problem by rejecting as frauds all oracles which go

beyond simple yesf no answers to the question and which give
positive guidance or instruction. In its most extreme version this
'rrgu^rn dismisses all oracles, including those in Herodotus,

which were allegedly delivered before the mid-fifth century 8.C.6

No doubt some oracles were composed after the event which they

purported to predict,T but to write off all the oracles found in
Herodotus is again to evade the problem. There is no doubt that

those oracles, and many others like them, were accepted as

authentic utterances of the þthia in the fifth century. They

therefore demand explanation.
How can we avoid the danger of applying the standards of our

culture to Delphi? One ofthe best ways is to get some understanding

of other modern cultures quite different from our own. For our
present purposes the best single book is one written by the British
anthropologist Evans-Pritchard about the oracles ofthe Azande of
the Southern Sudan.s He lived for some time with the Azande,
investigating in person how their system of oracles worked. The
most important of these oracles was the 'poison oracle'. 'When 

a

man had an important decision to make or wanted to discover the
truth about a current situation, he would consult this oracle.
Special poison was carefully administered to a fowl and the prob-
lem was put to the oracle. For example, in a case of suspected
adultery, the poison oracle was asked to kill the fowl if the suspect
was guilty and to spare it if the person was innocent. A second test
was then carried out on another bird to confirm the first test.

The Zande oracles played an important role in decision-
making. Because Evans-Pritchard actually participated in the
oracular sessions, he was able to show that it was quite wrong to
project our scepticism on to the Azande. fu he says:
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No important venture is undertaken without authorisation 6¡
poison oracle. In important collective undertakings, in all crises

in all serious legal disputes, in all matters seriously affecting
welfare, in short, on all occasions regarded by Azande as dangerous

socially important, the aaivity is preceded by consultation of the
oracle.9

To compare this oracular system to Delphi 1S difficult. Ideally
should not comPare the two systems torn from their full
but Evans-Pritchard's description of the poison oracle does

alive for us the possible significance of an oracular system.

Delphi like this?

Consultations of the oracle were organized probably once a
but extra consultations were possible at other times. There
elaborate preliminary procedures; these were controlled by
priests (who are to be distinguished both from the 'prophets' w
wrote down the words of the $rthia for the enquirer, and
from other cult officials). Someone might come as a delegate
Sparta or Athens to consult the oracle about some pressing
of state (should the Spartans fight the Athenians?) or he might
come on some personal matter (should he go and serve as a mer-,

ceîary in Persia?). Those who came to consult the oracle were
always men rather than women, who lacked an official voice in
decision-making. The oracle was always busy, but if the person
belonged to a privileged city he could jr-p the queue. He then
had to pay a consultation fee and make a preliminary sacrifice of a
goat to ascertain whether Apollo was happy for the consultation to
take place. fu Plutarch says:

When the priests and the cult offìcials say that they are sacrificing the

victim, sprinkling holy water over it and observing its movements and

its trembling, ofwhat else do they take this to be the sign except that the

god is ready to give an oracle? (Moralia 437 t)

If the animal's shaking gave suffìcient indication of Apollo's
favour, it was sacrifìced on the great altar outside the temple.
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,Í\enthe enquirer, after payíng further taxes, entered the temple

*h"t, he made a final sacrifice. After these elaborate pre-

lirninaries the consultation could begin.

tVithin the temple the enquirer approached the sacred area (the

ilyton) where the oracle would be given [28]. Unfortunately the

,*utm of the excavations of this area have been inconclusive and

56pe of what I shall say about it is rather hypothetical. [t is clear,

fo*"u.t, that the adyton was complicated, not to say cluttered.

lgaínst the rear wall, proteaed by â stone canoPy, was the

oñphalot or 'navel', which was suPPosed to mark the centre of the

world. Two statues of Apollo, one of wood, the other of gold,

stood in the temple; at least one of them was probably in the

ødyton. But Apollo was not the only god honoured there. The

tomb of Dionysus was sited in the adyton.It may seem odd to find

æother god in Apollo's temple, but Dionysus was an important

deity tt Delphi. Plutarch says that Delphi belonged to him no less

than to Apollo and there was a major festival of Dionysus on the

hills above Delphi every other year, though he was not involved

in the giving of oracles (Moralia 388n).

When the enquirer reached the far end of the temple, he prob-

ably went with the 'prophets' and cult officials into a special room

ø
0510M
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28 The Temple of Apollo: (a) room for enquirers; (b) omphalos with stone canopy;

(c) gold statue of Apollo; (d) tornb of Dionysus; (e) oracular'chasm' under the
tripod; (f) sacred laurel.
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which prevented them from seeing the adyton itself where

$'thia herself sat on Apollo's tripod. Beside her, probably,
laurel tree sacred to Apollo (there may have been windows rn
roof to give it light). The actr¡al enquiry (e.g. Does
approve of the truce between Sparta and Argos?) was put to
Srthia either orally or written on a tablet. Then she

What were her utterances like and how can we explain
is clear from the ancient accounts that she did not have a

conversation with the enquirer, but it is clear also that the
of her ranting and raving is
pag î and Christian writers

an exaggeration, created largely
hostile to Delphi. Plutarch gives
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30 The adyton (hypothetical reconstruaion).

account of one recent consultation which had gone

¿head despite the fact that the preliminary sacrifice had

Many explanations have been offered ofhow the $'thia proph-

y worked:

[Tlre þhia] went down into the adyton unwillingly, they say, and halÊ

heutedly; and at her first response it was at once clear from the harsh-

of her voice that she was not responding properly and was like a

ship, as if she wæ filled with a mighty and baleful spirit.

Finallyshe became hysterical andwith a frightful shriekrushedtowards

exit and threw herself down, with the result that not only the

members ofthe deputation, but also the'prophet'Nicander andthe cult

that were present fled. (Moralia 438n)

this disaster (the þthia died a few days later)we get a pic-
ture not only of the enquirers and the officials listening to the

þhia(from inside the room), but also of their expectations of her

29 Dionysus, carrying a thyrsus, greets Apollo with his laurel branch, perhaps on response. Her voice was supposed to change, but not in this
return of Apollo from his regular winter stay with the Hyperboreans. A and extreme manner.
prepares a seat for the traveller. To the right, a maenad, and two satyrs

Apollonian lyr. and flute. In front, the omphalos. To the
tympanon, and the tripod. (Athenian

left, e. safyr and I

with Dionysiac vase, about 425 B.C.) One scholar has suggested that the $rthia'would show her-
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úe a plre of leaves and pronounced that he did not feel at all

ecstatic.l2 kophets and poets of the classical period did indeed

consume laurel leaves to induce inspiration, but the practice is
211eged 

at Delphi only by two late critics of the oracle. ih.y *.r.
fiterrptíngto bring the oracle into disrepute; their scepticai point
of víew has certainly prevailed in modern times. But even if the
p'¡híadid chew laurel, the experiment carried out by the German
professor shows that the eating of laurel is in itself insuffìcient to
bring on an attack of prophery. It was far more important that the
?ythia wâs expected to be possessed by Apollo and to be his

¡nouthPiece.
We come now to the prophetic vapours which allegedly

emerged from the ground. These play a,great parr not only in th.
modern imagination but also in some ancient accounts of Delphi.
There is firstly the myth told by an historian of the first century
B.C. about the origins of the oracle. Some goats grazing on the
mountain-side one d^y discovered a hole in the ground.
whenever one of them leaned into it, the animal starteúto leap
and shriek in abizarre fashion. The goatherd came to see what was
happening and the same thing happened to him, excepr that he

^ry^try 
started to prophesy the future. The news of this spread

and others came to the spot.

kr time, as many people leaped down the hole because of their state of
possession and all disappeared, the locals, to eliminate the danger,
appointed one woman as prophetess for all, through whom the giving
of oracles was to take place. They built her an appararus on -hiãh sh.
could be safe during her trances and the giving of or"cl., to those who
wanted them. The apparatus had tl'ee feet and was therefore called a
tripod; presumably all the bronze tripods which are constructed to this
day are made in imitation of this apparatus. About the manner in which
the oracle was discovered and th. .."ron, which led to the creation of
the tripod I think I have said enough. (Diodorus Siculus 16.26)

The story clearly presupposes rhat something coming out of the
ground inspired the prophery, but it does notãiscuss the n"tur. of
the emanation.

31 Themis, a mythical forerunner of the \thia, seated on a tripod and

spray of laurel, prophesies to Aegeus, king of Athens. Aegeus, who was

atout his lack of children, later fathered Theseus. (Athenian vase,

B.C.)

holding

about

self inspired, enthusiastic; her emotion would affec-

utterance, just as an actress in the role of Medea or

or I^dy Macbeth does not sp 1n her normal vo1ce, but surtseak

utterance to the role she plays 10 This hardly helpful1S
^

gestion. Apart from the singular inappropriateness of the

parison with the three female 'monsters', the $rthia was not

actress. She was the þhia. She lived in the sanctuary in

nent chastity and served Apollo for life.11

Did the chewing of laurel help? One German professor
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Plutarch, however, who was a philosopher and not a histo: .

does devote considerable attention to the vapou., ;tlîtl
argued varied in strength:

fu for the proof on which I depend, I have as witnesses many stranscñ^

and all the attendants of the shrine. It is a fact that the roo* U *fiii
they seat those who would consult the oracle is filled, 

"ot 
fr"qu.ntly o.

regularly, but as it happens from time ro rime. with a ¿.ligfrtfuì
fragrance coming on a current of air from the odyto.n 

.as 
from 

" 
,p.ing.

the fragrance is like the aroma which the most exquisite and costþ per_
fumes give off; it is probable that this phenomenon occurs because of
heat or some other influence of this sort. (Mlrdlia 437 c)

Plutarch uses the variability of the vâpour as his explanation 6f
why the oracle was not as active in his day as in the past. Ma¡¡y
have been tempted to take Plutarch's account at face value and
they have sought for traces of this heavenly aroma. Unfortunately
modern geological examination of the area has shown con-
clusively that there can never have been any natural emanations

from the rocks under the temple. Even worse, the most recent
archaeological theory about the temple itself is that there was no
natural chasm in the adyton for the Pythia to sit over. The adyton

was indeed a little lower than the floor level of the main part of
the temple, but there can only have been a representation of the

mouth of a chasm. In other words, it was a symbol and we should

not attempt to convert a symbol of the way that the god inspired
the Pythia into a simple physical explanation of the giving of
oracles.

If we can be certain that there was no natural emanation from
the rock through a chasm, where does that leave Plutarch's
account? We need to look in more detail at the work in which this

pâssage occurs. Four quite different explanations are offered by

different speakers in the dialogue of the relative inactivity of the

oracle in Plutarch's day. One speaker argued that the moral per-

version of mankind had led to their abandonment by the gods,

another that Greece had simply been depopulated. The third sug:

gested that daimones - 'spirits' - were responsible for divination
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and that they had departed. The last speaker objects that the

theory of daimones fails to âccount for how the oracle had worked;

¡e believes that the soul has a natural aptitude for divination,

which could be stimulated by the vâpours from the ground. These

four very difGrent arguments illustrate very neatly the range of
eðtcateð,speculation about the workings of Delphi. The diversity

6f opinion shows that in fact no one þ,new the answer.

I have no startling explanation of my own to put in place of
¡þese ancient accounts. Indeed I do not feel that it is a worthwhile

¿nterprise to seek to discover some deeper explanation at the level

of the mental state of the þhia. We might think it essential to

locate an explanation atthat level, but this is only because we do

r6rt accept the power of Apollo. For most Greeks, however, the

issue was only to account in detail, if one chose, for how the

power of Apollo worked. There were different ancient explan-

ations, but we cannot go behind them to discover 'the real facts'.

These various accounts of the procedure themselves formed the
context in which those involved in the oracle understood it. They
also provide the framework within which we can begin to make
sense of Delphi.

In order to understand Delphi more fully we need to look not
only at the details of the consultation but also, more gener ally, at

the role of Delphi in Greek society. It is important to see what forces
sustained the general acceptance of the þhia's powers of proph-
ery. Many have believed that the standing of Delphi was due to
the 'prophets'; as the importance of Delphi was not due to
geography or the political weight of the Amphicryonic kague,
how else could one explain Delphi? These prophets, who actually
composed the oracles, are seen as the conscious supporters of par-
ticular cities or political movements. More flatteringly, they are
said to be responsible for making Delphic religious poliry supporr
not the old formal ritual observances of Greek religion, but new
moral values such as purity of the spirit; it was allegedly'the high-
water mark of rehgLus ethic in pagan antiquiry;. r: 

'
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These theories, going back to eighteenth-century attacks s¡
religion, which atrempt to attribute the importance of Delphi to

theþrophets, are highly unsatisfactory. The procedure which they

pr.*ppor. is that the \thia uttered gibberish which the

prophets, who were, as we saw earlier, in the room with the

ù"ffl.d enquirer, then put into coherent form' This process q¡

redaction "llo*.d 
them in effect total control over the issuing of

oracles. But, as we have already seen, the þhia did not rant and

rave and the enquirer would have been able to hear and under-

stand much of what she said.la Thus the role of the prophets was

limited ro rhe ordering andwriting down (in prose or verse) of the

$rthia's responses. This view of the more restricted role of the

prophets is iupported by the occasional instances of bribery and

.orruptio., which are atrested at Delphi. It was the $rthia rather

than the prophets who was accused of corruptly issLing oracles.

Fo, e""mp|", *h.n Cleomenes, kirg of Sparta, wished toÏave the

other Spaitan king, Demaratus, deposed on the ground that he

was â bastard, he 'managed to induce Kobon ' ' ' who was a very

influential person in Delphi, to persuade Perialla the þthia to
give the answer (to the Spartan enqull.y) which cleomenes wanted.

Éut when this became known, Kobon was exiled, Perialla de-

prived of her office, and 'most Greeks think that cleomenes'

.rrrpl."r"rrt death was due to the fac- that he corrupted the þthia

"rrå 
irrd.r..d her to saywhat she did about Demaratus'' 15 Not only

were the prophets never accused of corruption, but the- ancient

critics of b.lphi never attacked the oracle on the grounds that it

was controlled by scheming prophets. The \thia was the person

held responsible.

The pìoponents of this view of the prophets might, however'

poir,t tá whrt look, like systematic poliry as evidence for con-

scious control. For exampl., n.lphi is associated with one of the

two groups of cities *lio ,.nt ãut colonies in the eighth and

seventh centuries. 16 But this pattern of consuitation is not enough

to prove conscious control. Indeed such control was precisely o11

of the rationalizing theories which Evans-Pritchard showed did
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not work in the case of his Zande oracles (witchuaft, oracles and

Iv[agic 173-4); it is perfealy possible for oracular responses to be
remarkably convenient for the oracle and the enquirer without
any conscious manipulation by those giving the oracle. The good
hith of the oracle was of course generally accepted by the Grãeks.
Why else should anyone bother to go rhere?

The theory of Delphic propaganda and manipulation also

makes a more general mistake. It assumes that Delphi was some-
thing set apart from Greek socierywhich had its own independent
¡¡otivations. No doubt the interesrs of the inhabitants of Delphi
lay in the success of the oracle; as Apollo told the firsr priests of the
oracle, they would gain their livelihood from the visitors to rhe
oracle (Homeric Hymn to Apollo 531,-7). Bur none of the officials of
the oracle had any specialized theological training and we should
not picture the oracle as a positive source of progressive theological
or political doctrines which showed the way ro rhe other Greeks.
Delphi was indeed regarded as a source of authority, but it was
there to be consulted, not to lead. In other words it was a focus to
which people were attracted and onto which they sometimes pro-
jeaed views of their own. Therefore, we need to start our inves-
tigation of the role of Delphi in Greek sociery not with Delphi
itself but with the needs of Greek sociery.

The basic purpose of the Delphic oracle is explicitly stated in
the Homeric Hymn to Apollo, which gives an account of Apollo's
foundation of the oracle. Apollo explains that he wished to build
an oracular temple for people from all over Greece 'to whom I
could give unfailing advice (nemerteabouten) through the prophetic
responses in the rich temple' (247-53). When his plan came ro
fruition he told his first officials that they would'k ro* the plans
of the immortals, by whose will you wid always b. ho.rorrrå fo,
all days' (480-5). Detphi was ro give advice to rhe Greeks, advice
which wouid be unfailing because of the oracle's âccess to the
plans of the immortal gods.

The Greeks, like the Azande, sought advice from their oracle
on a wide rânge of problems. For information about particular
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enquiries our sources are naturally biased in favour of the rnajor
enquiries by cities, but it is clear that private individualr ai*o
travelled to Delphi to seek advice from the god before under*
taking a particularly important venture. For convenience, ¡[¡u,

enquiries may be divided into three overlapping categories, ¡[¡u
personal, the reiigious and the political.

Plutarch gives a list of the questions put to the oracle which
illustrates the range ofpersonal problems. People ask 'if they shall
be victorious, if they shall marry, if it is to their advantage to sail,

to farm, to go abroad' (Moralia 386C; cf.407o,408c). Of course

not everyone who was considering marriage or farming or travel
went to Delphi; most such decisions would not have been difficult
to take, but Delphi was always there in case of need. Thus when
Miltiades of Athens was asked by a Thracian tribe, the Dolonkoi
(who were acting on the advice of Delphi), to be in charge oftheir
affairs, 'he immediately went to Delphi to ask the oracle if he
should do what the Dolonkoi asked of him' (6.34-6). How else

could he be sure that such a momentous step was the right
one for him?

Many of the questions put to Delphi arose out of specifically
religious problems. For example, in the fourth century the Athenians

were uncertain what action to take over the sacred land of the

Eleusinian goddesses which had been impiously put to cultivation.
Should they expel the farmers, or charge them rent for the profìt
of the goddesses? They asked Delphi to decide. Ritual purifi-
cation, especially of murderers, such as Orestes, wâs also a

speciality of Apollo. This did not necessârily take place at Delphi,
but Apollo gave advice, directly or indirectly. At Athens there was

a board of three civic officials, known as Pythochresfoi, who were
responsible for expounding the ancestral lore i{, for example, a

servant had been killed by burglars. They were selected by

Delphi, but they did not refer to the oracle themselves on

individual cases. Direct consultation of Delphi did, however, take

place. After the battle of Thermopylae, the Spartans received an

oracle from Delphi telling them to seek reparation from Xerxes
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32 Crisis and Purification. Orestes flees for protection from the Furies to the
omphølos.In fear the þthia runs ort of the adyton, dropping the key to the temple.
But futemis and Apollo ward off the flying Fury. Notice also the laurel tree, and
the dedications of helmets and chariot wheels which hang in the temple. (South

Italian vase, about 370 n.c.)

for the killing of their king t^eonidas and to accept whatever he

offered (8.114).

In addition to these religious problems, cities often appealed to
Delphi if they faced some more general political problem. For
example, the city of Cyrene in North Africa fell into misfortune
because of strife in its royal family: 'they sent people to Delphi to
æk how they should order their affairs so as to achieve the best
form ofgovernment' (4.1,61,). There might also be diffìculties with
one's neighbours. In response to Aeginetan attacks on Attica, the
Athenians were about to take counter-measures when they
received 'an oracle from Delphi that they should hold back for
thirty years and then in the thirty-first year after the Aeginetans
had started the trouble, they should consecrate a piece ofground
to Aeacus (an Aeginetan hero) and declare war against the
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A.eginetans' (5.89). 'Natural' disasters, such as plague or drougþ1,

*.i. ,1ro problems which often faced Greek cities. The islanã oi
Thera once suffered from a seven-year drought which caused ¿[
the trees on the island bar one to wither up. The Therans therefore

consulted the oracle and were told to found a colony in North
Africa, which they had ín fact been told to do before (4.tst¡.n
Indeed it was standard practice if someone thought of founding 

a

colony to seek Delphic advice. It was thought peculiar and foolish

that Dorieus, when debarred from succeeding to the Spartan

throne, took a body of men to found a colony'without previously

consulting the Delphic oracle on a suitable site or observing any of
the customary practices' (5.42). His settlement failed.

Awide range of personal, religious and political problems was

thus put to Deiphi, but the question for us still remains, Why?
.Why 

did the intelligent, rational Greeks not think about these

problems for themselves and reach their own decisions? Oraculu

ãecision-making is surely unnecessary and stupid. It might help us

to bre ak this prejudice of ours ifwe turn again to the Zande poison

oracle. Evans-Pritchard, who lived with the Azande' writes: 'l
always kept a supply of poison for the use of my household and

neighbours and we regulated our affairs in accordance with the

oracle's decisions. I may remark that I found this as satisfactory a

way of running my house and my affairs as any other Itnow of'

(witchuaft, oracles and Magic 126). we too might have found that

the Greek sysrem actually worked for us. It will certainly help us

to appreciate the need for it if we realtze that the problems put to

it *.t" of singular difficulty. Those involved had formulated the

problem and Ihought 
"boui 

it so far as they could, but how could

ih. Ath.rri".r, d..ìd" what to do about the sacred land? If they

took the wrong decision, the goddesses would be angry' How

could Miltiades be sure that he should emigrate' or the Therans

know what action to take over a drought? The imponderables

\Ã/ere too great.

The actions of the Athenians faced with the threat of Perstan

invasion in 481 B.c. will illustrate these points (7.1,40-4)' The
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f,thenians, being prepared to listen to the oracle's advice, had sent

envo/s to Delphi, who heard with great dismay a terri$ring

orophery warning them to flee from the Persians to the world's

,nd. fh. envoys were about to abandon themselves to despair

when a distinguished Oelphian advised them to seek another oracle.

¡,s suppliants, therefore, the envoys begged Apollo for a more

íavowable ProPhecY:

thereupon the þthia uttered her second prophery, which ran as

follows:
Not wholly can Pallas win the heart of Olympian Zeus,

Though she prays him with many words and all her subtlety;

Yet will I speak to you this other word, as firm as adamant:

Though all else shall be taken within the bounds of Cecrops

And the valley of the holy mountain of Cithaeron,
Yet Zeus the all-seeing grants to Athena's prayer
That the wooden wall only shall not fall, but help you and

your children.
But await not the host of horses and foot coming from fuia,
Nor be still, but turn your back and withdraw from the foe.

Truly a day will come when you will meet him face to face.
Divine Salamis, you will bring death to women's sons

When the corn is scattered, or the harvest gathered in. (7.M1)

The envoys were heartened by this second oracle and returned
with it to Athens. They then reporred the oracle to the assembly

where a debate took place. There two incompatible interpret-
ations were offered of the oracle. Some of the older men took the
oracle to mean that the Acropolis would be saved by a 'wooden
wall', as in the old days, but others argued that the 'wooden wall'
referred to ships which would save Athens. The difficulry with
this interpretation was the last two lines, which the professional
(but unofficial) oracle-interpreters understood to mean an Athenian
defeat at Salamis. In their opinion the Athenians should abandon
Attica altogether. Themistocles, however, suggested that because
the oracle called Salamis 'divine' the deGat would not be Athenian
but Persian; therefore the Athenians should make preparations to
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fight the invaders ât sea. The Athenians were convinced by hi,
interpretation and'decided after the debate on the oracle to take
the god's advice and to meet the invader at sea with all the fo¡çl
they possessed, and with any other Greeks who were willing ro
join them'.

This incident shows very clearly the roles ofhuman intelligençs
and the divine will in the context of oracles.rs The Athenians þ¿d
identified a problem which they were uncertain how to handle.
The first oracle was too black, but rather than disregard it, the
envoys repeated their question to the oracle. This was not because

they were reþing on the 'chance' procedures of a lottery-oracle to
provide a preferable answer, but because they hoped to persuade

the gods as suppliants to give them a more kindly prophecy. fu the
second oracle makes clear, they had tried to sway the will of Zeus.

This reference to the will of Zeus reminds us that the oracles of
Apollo were based, as the Homeric Hymn to Apollo said, on
knowledge of the will of the immortal gods. The application of
human intelligence was continued in the debate in the Athenian
assembly as to the meaning of the oracle. re It was crucially im-
portant to establish what the advice of the oracle actually wæ.
Careful and logical arguments were deployed. Though the pro-
ponents of the wooden walls on the Acropolis maintained their
interpretation (and met their deaths for it at the hands of the
Persians: 8.51-5), Themistocles' argument won the day because it
succeeded in accounting for the whole text of the oracle.

The problem of communication between gods and humans meant

that attention to the interpretation of the oracle was vital. The

meaning of an oracle was not necessarily obvious. The Athenians
in this case clearly reached the correct interpretation; they did win
the battle of Salamis. This is not to say that all oracles were

bafflingly obscure or ambiguous, but that it was the responsibility
ofthe recipient to ensure that he had interpreted correctly. Failure

to do so couid lead to disaster. Thus the Spartans once made an
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fiØck on Tegea in neighbouring Arcadia relying on an oracle

which rurned out to be ambiguous:

fucadia? Great is the thing you ask me. I will not grant ir.
In A¡'cadia are many men, acorn-eaters,

And they will keep you our. Yet, as I am not grudging,
I will give you Tegea to dance in with stamping feet
And her fair plain to measure out with the line.

fhe Spartans lost the battle against the Tegeans, and the chains

which they had expected to fix on the Tegeans were put on their
own men (1.66). Notoriously, Croesus, king of Lydia, also failed
to perceive the true meaning of two oracles. He was told that his

iine would last until a mule sât on the Median throne and that if he

aftacked Persia he would destroy a mighty empire. He did not
realíze that Cy'rus, king of Persia, whose parents were of different
races, was a metaphorical mule and that the mighty empire he

would destroy was his own (1.53-6 and91,).
Though access to divine guidance normally followed the paths

which I have outlined, there were no barriers preventing different
rypes of questions, or different types of divine guidance. From
time to time people placed before Delphi more general questions
which did not relate to specific decisions. Croesus' question about
the length of his line was ofthis sort. So too the Siphnians asked at

the height of their prosperity whether it would last for long (3.57-
8). We might be tempted ro pur enquiries of this sorr into an
entirely different 'prophetic' câtegory in which Apollo does not
give advice but simply predicts the future. But the distinction does
not hold. Advice was given on the basis of knowledge of the
future; the Athenian enquiry about the Persian invasion not only
sought advice but also begged that the will ofthe gods be changed.
Conversely both Croesus and the Siphnians no doubt intended to
take decisions on the basis of Apollo's response to their
general questions.

Apollo was also able to offer advice on matters where he had
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not been consulted. The most famous case of this is the oracle çqn*
cerning Battus ofThera and the foundation of Cyrene (which pre_
ceded the Theran enquiry which we have already noted).
Herodotus reports two accounts, one Theran andthe other Cyrenean
(4.150-6). According to the Therans, the king of Thera\^/as con-
sulting the oracle about other matters but got the reply that hs
should found a city in Libya. He felt he was too old and asked
whether Apollo could tell one of the younger men present, for
example Battus, to go. The Cyrenean story lays much r¡q¡.
emphasis on Battus. He was a stammerer and went to Delphi
about his voice, but received an oracle addressing him as Battus

and telling him to found a colony in Libya. Herodotus believes

that he was known by another name at this time and that the oracle
addressed him as Battus in a bilingual pun; Battus in Greek meant
'stammerer', but in Llbyan 'kirg'. The different accounts are not
reconcilable, but the significant point is that in both stories the

oracle took the initiative. This leading role of Delphi is

emphasized in a document from Cyrene itsell purporting to give
the oath ofthe founders ofthe colony, which begins: 'since Apollo
spontaneously told Battus and the Therans to colonìze Cyrene

It was a mark of peculiar favour for Apollo to vouchsafe

advice spontaneously.

We have seen how the Greeks received advice from Apollo,
either in response to questions or occasionally spontaneously, on a

range of diffìcult and important problems, and we have also

examined the need for the application of human intelligence to
the oracles. This leads us to consider now some possible conse-

quences of this active attitude to oracles. What happened if the

oracle went âgainst the intentions of the enquirer? What sort of
doubts were there about the vaiidity of oracles? Did scepticism

grow in the course of the fifth century?

Oracles sometimes gave advice that was unwelcome, such as

the oracle recommending the Athenians to flee from the Persian

invasion, but people acted in trepidation against oracular advice
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(7.1,49 - fugos). It was naturally better to ûnd some way of evading
j¡. or.cle. For example, the Athenians were strongly advised by

xpo:racle to wait for thirty years before attacking Aegina; to attack

¡nmedrately would be extremely hazardols, though they would
in rhe end win (5.89). But the Athenians wanred to atrack

;rnmediately, and so they consecrated the sanctuary to Aeacus

sraight away, no doubt hoping to modify the bleakness of the
pelphic warning. (Jnfortunately we do not know how this plan
would have come out as their preparations for war were interrupted
by other events. A similar problem of unwelcome advice faced
Cleisthenes of Siryon who, as part of an anti-fugive poliry,
sought permission from Delphi to remove the shrine ofthe Argive
¡{.drastus. When he was rebuffed by the oracle, he decided to
drive out Adrastus by introducing the cult of Melanippus, a mythical
eîemy of Adrastus (5.67). This attitude is similar ro thar which
Evans-Pritchard noted.. 'an Ptzande does not readily accept an

oracular verdict which conflicts seriously with his interests'
(Wixhuaft, Oracles and Magic 163). The fvanåewere able ro evade
an inconvenient oracle by assuming that it was in error on this par-
ticular occasion. The Greeks, however, could not assume that
Apollo was wrong; they had to reinterpret the oracle or find some
alternative plan. The failure of the Therans to obey the oracle to
Battus was, after all, followed by their seven-year drought. In
other words, the rare cases when oracles were seemingly dis-
obeyed illustrate not doubt but acceptance of the value of
oracles.

We might wonder, however, whether this acceptance of the
value of oracles was based on empirical experiments. Did the
Greeks test their oracles either in advance or by noting cases when
the oracle failed to predict the future accurately? certainly
Herodotus recounts the story of how croesus put six Greek oracles
to the test (1.46-9). He sent envoys ro rhese oracles askingwhat he
was doing at the time of consultation. only Delphi, and the oracle
of Amphiaraus, knew the truth, that Croesus had cut up a tortoise
and a lamb and was boiling them together in a bronze cauldron
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with a brorze lid. we might imagine that such resting of the oracle
was standard Greek practice, but the other cases of testing whi.h
Herodoírs recounts were also by 'barbarians' (8.133-6
Mardonius 2.I74 - Amasis; cf Plutarch, Mo_ralia 434 D-F), and
Xenophon (Cyropaedia7.2.I7) piously makes Croesus attribute his
misfortune to his distrust of the god: 'neglecting to ask the god fo;
what I needed, I tested him to see if he could speak the truth'. For
a Greek such testingwas both unnecessary and impious. From this
it follows that the attitude of a Greek to his lack of success did noi
cast doubt upon the validity of the oracle. The barbarian croesus,
after his defeat by Cyrus, king of Persia, reproached Apollo for
deceiving one who had made rich offerings to Delphi (1.10-l¡.zr
By contrast Cleomenes, king of Sparta, had been told by the
Delphic oracle that he would caprure Argos (6.76-82). He
therefore led an almy, which succeeded in routing the Argives and
pinning the survivors in a wood where they were killed. 'When

Cleomenes learned that the wood was sacred to the god fugos, he
groaned on realizing what happened: 'Apollo, god of prophecy,
you did indeed deceive me greatly by saying that I would capture
fugos. I infer that your oracle to me has been fulfilled.' In contrast

to Croesus, he did not question the oracle. In fact he led his army
home again rather than lead an assault on the town of Argos itself.
For this he was tried in Sparta for having been bought of[ but
defended himself by adducing the oracle and another subsequenr

confirmation of his interpretation by the goddess Hera. 'The Spartans

judged that this defence was plausible and reasonable and

Cleomenes was fully acquitted.' The truth of oracles was main-

tained even when they were followed by misfortune. As

Herodorus said (8.77), oracles did contain truth and one should

not attempt to discredit them when they were expressed with
clarity.

But it is often argued that this acceptance of oracles was con-

siderably weakened in the course of the fifth century, firstly by

the failure of Delphi in the Persian'Wars and secondly by the critique

of the Sophists. It is true that the role of Delphi changed in the
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coltrse 
of time, but I want to suggest that this was not because of

¡tellecnal doubts. The traditional view is that Delphi had coun-

5elled submission to Persia, that her escape from Persian troops

was not the miracle that was alleged, and that in consequence

pelphílost her place of respect in the Greek world. In fact Delphi

had given Athens a counsel of despair, not of submission, and the

planwas not as bizarre as it might seem to us. Other Greeks had
'Ãready fled to the West from the advance of Persia (1.164-7;

6.22; cf.1.168). But the Athenians did decide to resist Persia, and

the Greek ieague against Persia, founded in 481, included a pro-

vision that a tithe of the properfy of those who sided with Persia

should be dedicated to the god at Delphi (7 .132); there is no sign

that the Greeks ceased to consult the oracle when possible during

the Persian invasion (e. g. 8. 1 1a). The victories over the Persians at

Salamis and Plataea were followed immediately by the promised

dedication of a tithe of the spoils to Apollo at Delphi, as well as

other offerings to Zeus at Olympia and to Poseidon at the

Isrhmus.22 The selection of Apollo at Delphi to receive the tithe
was not done by people who felt that he had betrayed them.

Indeed Apollo's oracles had shown the way to victory.
The second part ofthe traditional case is that Delphiwas under-

mined by the Sophists; indeed it is commonly held that much of
the authority of the traditional cults disappeared under the keen
scrutiny of late-fifth-century intellectuals. In fact the evidence for
any Sophistic criticism of Delphi is very slight, and it is in general
a misreading of the Sophists to depict them as single-mindedly
anti-religious. They should rather be seen as a continuation of the
long-established tradition of the reinterpretâtion of religion by
poets and philosophers.23 It would in any c"se be a mi¡udgement
of the power of intellectuals to imagine that they could alone
transform religious attitudes. The power of Delphi was not some-
thing rooted primarily in belie{ in an intellectual attitude which
could be overthrown by intellectual argument, but in the structure
of Greek society.

The change in the position of Delphi can therefore be ascribed
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not to the rise of doubt and scepticism but to changes in Greelt
society. In the fifth century Delphi continued to be a prestigious
international sanctuary, much as it was before the Persian þ..
Rich dedications were made throughout the fifth century and the
oracle continued to be consulted by states on political problerns.

The absence of a source comparable to Herodotus makes this diÊ
fìcult to document for the central part of the fifth century, but
Thurydides reveals that the Epidaurians, torn by civil strife,
appealed to Delphi for permission to hand over the city to
Corinth, the mother city of their mother city (1.25), part of the
sequence of events which led to the outbreak of the Peloporrresiax

War. Thurydides also informs us that the Spartans consulted
Delphi before the start of the war 'whether it would be better for
them to fight' (1.118).

In the fourth century, however, the structure of the Greelc

world began to be transformed with the emergence of the
monarchies of Alexander the Great, of his successors in the
Hellenistic age and finally of the Roman emperor. These domi-
nant political powers generally took decisions autocratically

without consultation of Delphi, while the Greek cities themselves

found their freedom of action increasingly restricted. By the time
of the Roman empire, as Plutarch noted (Moralia 408sc; 805A),

they could no longer make treaties or fìght wars. But they con-

tinued to consult oracles on matters of pressing concern, such as

how to deal with the assaults of brigands.2a In addition to these

civic enquiries, private individuals continued to have recourse to

Delphi for advice on personal matters. Through these changing

pâtterns of Greek history, the Delphic oracle continued, when

human intelligence failed, to mediate to mortals the knowledge

and advice of the gods.

7

Greeþ art and religion

MARTIN ROBERTSON

In 438/7 B.C. a statue of Athena, some forty feet high and

veneered in gold and ivory, the work of the sculptor Pheidias, was

dedicated in the Parthenon, the goddess' still unfinished temple
on the Acropolis of Athens. Some two and ahalf centuries iater
Eumenes II of Pergamum(197-160 n.c.) raised a new building in
his city to house the gr_eat libl?ry which he was crearing to rival
that of the Ptolemies at Alexandria. The principal room was
dominated by " lletUq-"gf {hega in mqþfg, on a marble base

adorned with reließ, the whole copied, at about one third the size,

from Pheidias' masterpiece [33]. The library formed part of a pre-
cinct of Athena, and one should not underestimate the religious
intention of putting it under the protection of the goddess ofwis;
dom. Nevertheless it is safe to say that the readers who used the
library will have looked up at rhe starue in a different spirit from ç-.,çr
that in which Pheidias' contemporaries entered the temple 

"nd '* 
'

looked at his work: much more surely as we look at a 'work of art'.
Yet we can certainly also assert that Pheidias was already a con-
scious, sophisticated artist who knowingly created works of art for
a public, however limited, which appreciated them as such,
although th9 prìme ovel-q-_motive for their creation was,un- aì.à
doubtedly not aesthetiç but religious-. Motives other than aesthetic
- religious and propagandist --r".- to have detärmined almos(.,_
exclusivel-y 'the. .production. of .arr' in. the grear Near-Easter" "-9,14civilizations from which the Greeks learnt-so'much. 'works of art' ,,. ) i , .r
those products are to us, and we cannot but feel that they -ur, 

t-i1;;ï,

have been so also, at some level, to the artists and their p"rro.rr;
but there are pointers to the Greeks having been, almost from the
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